We present our approach to measuring semantic similarity of sentence pairs used in Semeval 2015 tasks 1 and 2. We adopt the sentence alignment framework of (Han et al., 2013) and experiment with several measures of word similarity. We hybridize the common vector-based models with definition graphs from the 4lang concept dictionary and devise a measure of graph similarity that yields good results on training data. We did not address the specific challenges posed by Twitter data, and this is reflected in placing 11th from 30 in Task 1, but our systems perform fairly well on the generic datasets of Task 2, with the hybrid approach placing 11th among 78 runs.
Introduction
This paper describes the systems participating in Semeval-2015 Task 1 (Xu et al., 2015) and Task 2 (Agirre et al., 2015) . To compute the semantic similarity of two sentences we use the architecture presented in (Han et al., 2013) to find, for each word, its counterpart in the other sentence that is semantically most similar to it. We implemented several methods for measuring word similarity, among them (i) a word embedding created by the method presented in (Mikolov et al., 2013) and (ii) a metric based on networks of concepts derived from the 4lang concept lexicon (Kornai and Makrai, 2013; Kornai et al., 2015) and definitions from the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Bullon, 2003) . A hybrid system exploiting both of these metrics yields the best results and placed 11th among 73 systems on Semeval Task 2a (Semantic Textual Similarity for English). All components of our system are available for download under an MIT license from GitHub 12 . Section 2 describes the system architecture and points out the main differences between our system and that in (Han et al., 2013) , section 3 outlines our word similarity metric derived from the 4lang concept lexicon. We present the evaluation of our systems on both tasks in section 4, and section 5 provides a brief conclusion.
Architecture
Our framework for determining the semantic similarity of two sentences is based on the system presented in (Han et al., 2013) . Their architecture, Align and Penalize, involves computing an alignment score between two sentences based on some measure of word similarity. We've chosen to reimplement this system so that we can experiment with various notions of word similarity, including the one based on 4lang and presented in section 3. Although we reimplemented virtually all rules and components described by (Han et al., 2013) for experimentation, we shall only describe those that ended up in at least one of the five configurations submitted to Semeval.
The core idea behind the Align and Penalize architecture is, given two senteces S 1 and S 2 and some measure of word similarity, to align each word of one sentence with some word of the other sentence so that the similarity of word pairs is maximized.
The mapping need not be one-to-one and is calculated independently for words of S 1 (aligning them with words from S 2 ) and words of S 2 (aligning them with words from S 1 ). The score of an alignment is the sum of the similarities of each word pair in the alignment, normalized by sentence length. The final score assigned to a pair of sentences is the average of the alignment scores for each sentence. For out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, i.e. those that are not covered by the component used for measuring word similarity, we use the Dice-similarity over the sets of character 4-grams in each word. Additionally, we use simple rules to detect acronyms and compounds: if a word of one sentence that is a sequence of 2-5 characters (e.g. ABC) has a matching sequence of words in the other sentence (e.g. American Broadcasting Company), all words of the phrase are aligned with this word and recieve an alignment score of 1. If a sentence contains a sequence of two words (e.g. long term or can not) that appear in the other sentence without a space and with or without a hyphen (e.g. long-term or cannot), these are also aligned with a score of 1. The score returned by the word similarity component can be boosted based on WordNet (Miller, 1995) , e.g. if one is a hypernym of the other, if one appears frequently in glosses of the other, or if they are derivationally related. For the exact cases covered and a description of how the boost is calculated, the reader is referred to (Han et al., 2013) . In our submissions we only used this boost on word similarity scores obtained from word embeddings.
The similarity score may be reduced by a variety of penalties, which we only enabled for Task 1 runs -they haven't brought any improvement on Task 2 datasets in any of our early experiments. Of the penalties described in (Han et al., 2013) we only used the one which decreases alignment scores if the word similarity score for some word pair is very small (< 0.05). We also introduced two new types of penalties based on our observations of error types in Twitter data: if one sentence starts with a question word and the other one does not or if one sentence contains a past-tense verb and the other does not, we reduce the overall score by 1/(L(S 1 ) + L(S 2 )), where L(S 1 ) and L(S 2 ) are the numbers of words in each sentence.
Similarity from Concept Networks
This section will present the word similarity measure based on principles of lexical semantics presented in (Kornai, 2010) . The 4lang concept dictionary (Kornai and Makrai, 2013) contains 3500 definitions created manually. Because the Longman Defining Vocabulary (LDV) (Boguraev and Briscoe, 1989 ) is a subset of 4lang, we could automatically extend this manually created seed to every headword of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) by processing their definitions with the Stanford Dependency Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) , and mapping dependency relations to sets of edges in the 4lang-style concept graph. Details of the mapping will be described elsewhere (Recski, 2015) .
Since these definitions are essentially graphs of concepts, we have experimented with similarity functions over pairs of such graphs that capture semantic similarity of the concepts defined by each of them. There are two fundamentally different configurations present in 4lang graphs:
1. two nodes may be connected via a 0-edge, which is a generalization over unary predication (dog We start by the intuition that similar concepts will overlap in the elementary configurations they take part in: they might share a 0-neighbor, e.g. train We'll define the predicates of a node as the set of such configurations it takes part in.
For example, based on the definition graph in Figure 1 , the predicates of the concept bird are {vertebrate; (HAS, feather); (HAS, wing); (MAKE, egg)}.
Our initial version of graph similarity is the Jaccard similarity of the sets of predicates of each concept, i.e.
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For all words that are not among the 3500 defined in 4lang we obtain definition graphs by automated parsing of Longman definitions and the application of a simple mapping from dependency relations to graph edges (Recski, 2015) . By far the largest source of noise in these graphs is that currently there is no postprocessor component that recognizes common structures of dictionary definitions like appositive relative clauses. For example the word casualty is defined by LDOCE as someone who is hurt or killed in an accident or war and we currently build the graph in Figure 2 instead of that in Figure 3 . To mitigate the effects of these anomalities, we updated our definition of predicates: we let them be "inherited" via paths of 0-edges encoding the IS A-relationship.
We've also experimented with similarity measures that take into account the sets of all nodes accessible from each concept in their respective definition graphs. This proved useful in establishing that two concepts which would otherwise be treated as entirely dissimilar are in fact somewhat related. For example, given the definitions of the concepts casualty and army in Figures 2 and 4 , the node war will allow us to assign nonzero similarity to the pair (army, casualty). We found it most effective to use the maximum of these two types of similarity.
Testing several versions of graph similarity on past years' STS data, we found that if two words w 1 and w 2 are connected by a path of 0-edges, it is best to treat them as synonymous, i.e. assign to them a similarity of 1. This proved very efficient for determining semantic similarity of the most common types of sentence pairs in the Semeval datasets. Two descriptions of the same event (common in the headlines dataset) or the same picture (in images) will often only differ in their choice of words or choice of concreteness. In a dataset from 2014, for example, two descriptions, likely of the same picture, are A bird holding on to a metal gate and A multi-colored bird clings to a wire fence. Similarly, a pair of news headlines are Piers Morgan questioned by police and Piers Morgan Interviewed by Police. Although wire is by no means a synonym for metal, nor does being questioned mean exactly the same as being interviewed, treating them as perfect synonyms proved to be an efficient strategy when trying to assign sentence similarity scores that correlate highly with human annotators' judgements.
Submissions
We shall now describe the particular configurations used for each submission in Semeval. For Task 1 (Paraphrase and Semantic Similarity in Twitter) we ran two systems: twitter-embed uses a single source of word similarity, a word embedding built from a corpus of word 6-grams from the Rovereto Twitter N-Gram Corpus 3 using the gensim 4 package's implementation of the method presented in (Mikolov et al., 2013) . Our second submission, twitter-mash combines several sources of word similarity by averaging the output of various systems using weights that have been learned using plain least squares regression on the training data available. The systems participating in the vote differ in the word similarity measure they use: one subset uses the character ngram baseline described in section 2 with various parameters (n = 2, 3, 4, each with Jaccard-and Dice-similarity), two systems use word embeddings (built from 5-grams and 6-grams of the Rovereto corpus, respectively) and one uses the 4lang-based word similarity described in section 3. For Task 2 (Semantic Textual Similarity) we were allowed three submissions. The embedding system uses a word embedding built from the first 1 billion words of the English Wikipedia using the word2vec 5 tool (Mikolov et al., 2013) . The machine system uses the word similarity measure described in section 3 (both systems use the character ngram baseline as a fallback for OOVs). Finally, for the hybrid submission we used a weighted sum of these two systems and the character ngram baseline (weights were once again obtained using simple least square regression on the available training data). In both hybrid submissions we trained on a single dataset consisting of all training data available, we haven't experimented with genre-specific models.
Our results on each task are presented in Tables 1  and 2 . In case of Task 1a (Paraphrase Identification) our two systems performed equally in terms of Fscore and ranked 30th among 38 systems. On Task 1b the hybrid system performed considerably better than the purely vector-based run, placing 11th out of 28 runs. On Task 2 our hybrid system ranked 11th among 78 systems, the systems using the word embedding and the 4lang-based similarity alone (with string similarity as a fallback for OOVs in each case) ranked 22nd and 15th, respectively.
Conclusion
In a framework like (Han et al., 2013) which approximates sentence similarity by word similarity, the first order of business is to get the word similarity right. Character ngrams are quite useful for this, and remain an invaluable fallback even when more complex measures of word similarity, such as embeddings, are used. Dictionary-based methods, such as the 4lang-based system presented here, are slightly better, and require only a one-time investment of manual labor to generate the seed. Critically, the error characteristics of the context-based (embedding) and the dictionary-based systems are quite different, so hybridizing the two provides a real boost over both.
